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Envato reinforces its commitment to creative
students
Student designers are another step closer to getting their creative projects done, with the
release today of a new student price on Envato Elements.
Verified students will save 30% on either monthly or yearly subscription plans, giving them
access to a library of more than one million digital assets and thousands of creative courses and
tutorials for as low as $11.50 USD a month.
One of the world’s most popular creative subscription services, Envato Elements provides
subscribers with unlimited downloads of a wide variety of creative files, from graphic and
presentation templates, stock photos and fonts, through to video templates, stock video, music
and sound effects and even WordPress themes.
Envato’s Customer Group General Manager David Brice said the offering builds on the
company’s established tradition in design education.
“We have more than five million students completing design or creative tutorials and courses
each and every month through our online learning platform Tuts+, with more than half a billion
total learners since we began.”
“We know what creative students need to get their work done, whether its a school project, a
side-hustle or even their first job.”
“One of our core missions as a business is helping creatives from all walks of life get their
creative projects done faster, and we believe that in helping our global community of creative
students get easier access to high-quality assets, we’re taking a big step forward in delivering on
this promise,” concluded Brice.
Students can claim their discount here.
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What Is Envato?
Founded in 2006, Envato is the world’s leading community for creative assets and creative people.
The network includes Envato Market, Envato Studio, Envato Tuts+ and Envato Elements.
A community of more than ten million people worldwide buy and sell creative assets on Envato Market with total
community earnings exceeding $750 million. Millions of students have taken video courses and free tutorials on
the Envato Tuts+ education network and Envato Studio connects people with hand picked freelancers to
complete their creative projects. Envato Elements is a subscription service with millions of ready-to-use graphic
templates, fonts and assets available for unlimited download.
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